
Dressing in white on the High Holy Days is a 2000 year old custom first 
mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud. While the custom to dress our 
Torah scrolls in white developed later (Middle Ages), the symbolism 
is the same. In the words of Isaiah, “be our sins like scarlet, they can 
turn white as snow.” White thus captures the possibility of renewal, 
of starting over and of changing. “Renewal,” that is the theme of this 
edition of the Shofar. And we thank Fred Rose, David Sussman and 
Sid Konikoff for switching our Torah covers to express in color our 
hopes for the New Year.
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2 Clergy refleCtions

Summer has long since 
passed. Weeks ago we 
unpacked from family 
vacations, feasted at the 
State Fair and sent kids back 
to school. With the “late” 
arrival of the holidays, we 
are now heading into the 
fall. But even as memories 
of quiet summer days fade, 
I am taking with me a lesson 

from this summer. It is a lesson about renewal.

There are many ways to renew our lives - to revive our 
spirit, rejuvenate our energy, reinvigorate our drive. 
We take a Zumba class or canoe on a lake. We can 
meditate or bake. Learning also leads to renewal. For 
through it, we clarify our values and beliefs, deepen 
our understanding and strengthen our relationships. 
We make that connection when we return the Torah to 
the Holy Ark when we pray, “chadeish yameinu,” may 
our Torah learning “renew our days.” The source for 
this verse is significant. It comes from the last line of 
the Book of Lamentations that we recite on Tisha b’Av.

Tisha b’Av (9th of Av) is the main “holiday” of 
summer. It is a day of mourning that commemorates 
the destruction of the first and second Temples. 
Of all the holidays, I find this one the most difficult 
to observe. Don’t get me wrong. The rituals are 
meaningful, even beautiful. Last August, we huddled 
on the floor of the Fiterman Chapel and chanted the 
Book of Lamentations by candlelight. What makes it 
so difficult is its unique prohibition. 

Like Yom Kippur, on Tisha b’Av we fast, avoid bathing, 
wearing leather shoes, etc. But unlike Yom Kippur or 
any other holiday, on Tisha b’Av it is forbidden to study 
Torah*. We, the People of the Book, who are called 
upon to “meditate over these words day and night,” 
are to refrain from learning. That is because learning 
brings us joy (Taanit 30b). And how can we rejoice in 
the face of the destruction of the Temple and the loss 
of our Jewish homeland? To be sure, this prohibition 
teaches us about the holiday and about mourning 
practices. But it also says something important about 

the value we place on learning. For Jews, any time 
we learn it is “simchat Torah.” And that’s what makes 
Tisha b’Av so hard for me.

Now I can hear some of you say, “Well, of course he 
likes learning. He’s a rabbi!” But I think all of us know 
the joy of learning. In school, we might not have loved 
homework or tests. But I imagine that at one time or 
another, all of us have found pleasure in learning. 
Perhaps it was a book we couldn’t put down, a lecture 
that stretched our minds or a tour that taught us 
without us even knowing. Learning brings us joy, the 
joy of renewal. And thus on a day devoid of learning, 
we pray to return to the Torah, that our learning might 
renew our lives. 

Just as learning can lead to personal renewal, so too 
can it lead to communal and institutional renewal. But 
the opposite is also true. Without learning, there is  
no life. 

Beth El is a wonderful congregation. We have 
congregants who are caring, programs that are 
engaging, staff that are helpful and inspiring. But like 
any community, without growth, there is stagnation. 
We too need renewal. And we will find it through 
learning. 

As we enter 5777, I am hoping to dedicate more of my 
time to learning – to studying and teaching, writing 
and speaking. It is not only a great interest of mine. It 
is quite simply, the key to our future as a congregation 
and as a people. I look forward to telling you more 
about my plans as they develop and to working 
with you to make Beth El a learning community. In 
so doing, I pray that we find joy as our lives and our 
world is enriched by our wisdom.

“Chadeish Yameinu,” this is our prayer and our 
charge: Bring us back to You, God, and to your Torah. 
For then our days shall be ever new.

*We are permitted to study Jewish texts that are 
depressing such as The Book of Job. Just don’t let me 
catch you enjoying it!

By Rabbi Alexander Davis

LeARning to Renew
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By Rabbi Avi S. olitzky

the words of Yesterday and today

Clergy refleCtions

By Rabbi Alexander Davis

Every year before Rosh 
Hashanah, I sit down with 
the machzor that I intend 
to use during the High Holy 
Days, and I reflect on the 
words of our ancestors. 
Without fail, at least one 
line calls out to me each 
year. I take that line and I 
write it, in my hand, on the 
inside cover pages of my 

machzor. There are indeed moments throughout 
the High Holy Days services when I need deeper 
inspiration, and that’s when I open up the time 
capsule I’ve embedded within—a machzor within a 
machzor, so to speak.

I review the words that I’ve chosen year after year 
(or better, that have chosen me), and I am able to 
reflect on how much I’ve changed and what I still 
need to change. I reflect on what I’ve let go and 
what I still need to let go. I find inspiration in my 
remedied misgivings and am humbled by those 
areas that I continue to need to work on.

And that’s precisely what the word machzor means: 
cycle. The machzor was meant to be a catch-all to 
inspire renewal, not just on the High Holy Days 
but throughout the entire year. But that’s also the 

challenge with our machzor. After two millennia, 
it is a compilation of margin notes and liturgy that 
inspired someone else. 

Indeed, and especially at Beth El, with the right 
setting, the right person leading, the right time of 
day, the right state of mind, we too can be inspired 
by someone else’s words. But then most of the time, 
we either have to find our own or find a way to make 
theirs ours.

It’s not about embracing tradition and change, as 
Rabbi Mordechai Waxman once wrote about the 
Conservative Movement in its heyday. It is about 
using tradition to inspire change. And that is 
precisely the goal of the High Holy Days—looking 
backwards in order to look forward. But it has to be 
a feedback loop. We constantly need to be looking 
in both directions at once; else, we’re blindsided by 
what is ahead or doomed to repeat what is behind.

I make these words my own, and hone and own 
them throughout the holy days with this simple yet 
powerful act. As we embark on our High Holy Day 
journey together, I encourage you to begin to find the 
words that will become your prayerful inspiration, 
your poetry of renewal and your proverbial “kick in 
the pants” this New Year.
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I like to try to attend a spirituality retreat at least once 
a year. Over the past few years, life has gotten in 
the way, and I haven’t been. But this past summer, I 
had the opportunity to go. I had forgotten just how 
rejuvenating being on retreat can be. 

This retreat took place in Connecticut. It was run by 
the Institute for Jewish Spirituality (IJS). For the past 
14 years, the IJS has been instrumental in my growth 
as a person and as a cantor. 

The focus on this summer’s retreat was on what they 
called a “Middah Practice.” Middot are qualities, like 
humility, patience, understanding, love, kindness…
just naming a few. The “Middah Practice” is about 
cultivating these qualities that we might approach life 
with a more open heart. With an open/soft heart, we 
are more likely to deal with the daily struggles in our 
lives with less drama, less anger, less resistance. Our 
connections with others are more respectful, kinder 
and gentler. 

At the retreat, I learned about hit’lamdut – the practice 
of learning something about myself from everything 
(even a pine cone or a chair!). I became aware of 
“B’chirah moments” – points in my day that are times 

of choice – do I do this or that? And I started delving 
into the middah of anavah - humility. 

The four days of contemplative services, meditation, 
Torah yoga, chanting (that I led), labyrinth walks, 
silent, yummy meals and learning were a blessing. 
Now I’m home and left to practice what I’ve learned – 
to notice, to pay attention and ultimately, to work on 
cultivating a more kinder, gentler me. I know that this 
is not an easy task and that one can never complete 
this work. It is a life-long journey that invites us to 
reflect on our behavior with compassion and without 
judgment.

For those who are interested in learning more, I’ll be 
starting a “va’ad” (a group) in the fall to study middot 
together. Please let me know. 

In the mindfulness world, being open to learning is 
often referred to as “beginner’s mind” – a state in 
which one is curious. As we move into this High Holy 
Day season, may we all do so with beginner’s mind, 
allowing us to have the humility to learn; may we 
make choices to act out of softness and not anger; and 
may we remember to have compassion on ourselves 
when we fall short. 

By Cantor Audrey Abrams

Clergy refleCtions

Mindful TuESdayS 
From November, 2016 through May, 2017 we are excited to offer a different contemplative practice 
grounded in Jewish tradition every Tuesday, using a variety of modalities to enliven the spirit. Most groups 
will meet from 6:30 – 8:00 pm and all require no previous experience. To be put on an email list, or for more 
information, please contact Cantor Abrams at aabrams@bethelsynagogue.org. 

1st Tuesdays Sacred Chanting: Singing the Texts, Facilitator: Cantor Abrams

2nd Tuesdays Jewish Art for the Heart, Facilitators: Cara Strauss, Cantor Abrams

3rd Tuesdays  Meditation Circle, Facilitators: Dr. Barbara Levin Krupp, Cantor Abrams

4th Tuesdays Middot Va’ad Practice, Facilitator: Cantor Abrams (limited to 14 registrants)

Coming this fall

How Am i Like  
a Pinecone?

Consider traveling on the next Eastern Europe Trip with Cantor Abrams. The dates are 
October 22 – November 2, 2017. Please contact Cantor Abrams for more information.
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By Linda goldberg

Renewed Commitment

Every two years, the leadership of our synagogue is 
renewed. This past August 4, Beth El held its Annual 
Meeting during which leadership, staff and congregants 
gathered to renew their commitment to our sacred 
community. We celebrated our accomplishments of the 
past year and looked ahead to the coming years. Finally, the 
Annual Meeting is a business meeting. We were happy to 
report a balanced budget for this past year, and we project 
strong results in the coming year. Below is a brief recap.

None of Beth El’s achievements would be possible without 
the dedication of an outstanding staff. This year, we 
celebrated the commitment of staff members who have 
achieved milestone anniversaries.

Wendy Grosser .... 5 years, Aleph Preschool teacher

Laurie Herstig ....... 5 years, Aleph Preschool teacher

Inna Sagalova ...... 5 years, Aleph Preschool teacher

Barbara Weil ......... 5 years, Aleph Preschool teacher

Linda Goldberg .... 20 years, Beth El Executive Director

Gail Katz ...............  Retiring after 37 years, Aleph 
Preschool teacher

New officers and board members were elected, and those 
installed recited a prayer, renewing their commitment to 
Beth El as they accepted “the awesome responsibility of 
leadership.”

Outgoing President Bonnie Bongard Goldish thanked 
the congregation for the privilege of serving Beth El. 
On behalf of a grateful congregation, Rabbis Davis and 
Olitzky and Cantor Abrams presented Bonnie with a Beth 
El President’s pin and a beautiful piece of art by Israeli 
artist Gad Almaliah titled “Women of the Bible” depicting 
Devorah, Miriam and Ruth who, like Bonnie, exemplify 
integrity, leadership and commitment.

Incoming President Dan Mosow outlined his vision for the 
future and expressed his appreciation for the opportunity 
to serve as Beth El’s president. With the mantle of 
leadership now passed to a new board, we look forward 
to working together to guide our shul to a New Year and 
a new future.

beth el

Thank you to our generous donors who 
created new endowment funds and who 
gave significant donation to existing funds! 

ENdOWmENT FuNdS ESTABLISHEd*

Beth El Senior Programming &  
Support Fund 

Penny Glassman Aleph Preschool Fund

Gary and Bonnie Bongard Goldish 
Kehilah Fund

Bonnie & Steve Heller Fund 

William & Sharon Hope Family Fund

Gary & Barbara Krupp Fund 

Noah Marell & Sophia Temkin Fund

Ring Family Endowment Fund

Penny & Steve Sanderson Family Fund

Women’s League Congregational  
Lunch Fund

CONTrIBuTIONS TO ExISTING FuNdS 
OF $1,000 Or mOrE*

Rabbi Kassel Abelson

Fern Badzin

Fran & Marvin Burstein

Marge & Harvey Kaplan

Audrey & Al Kaufman

Delores Kelber 

Frances & Joseph Moses

Robert Raucher

Gary Raucher

Isaac Rischall & Karen Hessel

Arnold Rubensteinz”l

Phyllis Sperling

Judy Witebsky

*We apologize for inadvertently omitting anyone who 
has created an endowment fund or made a significant 
contribution to an existing fund. Please contact us so 
that we may correct our records.
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our torah Shall go Forth 
By Dan Mosow, Beth el President

President’s message

I am very honored and excited to serve as president of Beth El. Since 
I did not grow up in the Twin Cities, many of you do not know much 
about my background. I was born in Mississippi, not known for a large 
Jewish population, and I am the fifth of six children. Growing up, we 
moved several times in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic. We never lived 
in communities that had a large Jewish community, and there were a 
couple of towns where we were one of a handful of Jewish families. My 
parents made sure that we lived a Jewish life. We had Shabbat dinner 
every week, went to services on a regular basis (even if that meant 
traveling two hours to the closest synagogue), and most importantly, 
we learned the history and rich traditions of Judaism at our family 
dinner table. My passion for Judaism was sealed when we moved to 
the “big city” of Lincoln, Nebraska, and attended Camp Ramah. Until 
that summer, I had never had the opportunity to be in an exclusive 
Jewish environment where living a Jewish life was the norm and not 
the exception. At camp, I finally understood and gained an appreciation 

for everything my parents provided for us growing up. From that point on, I became very involved in 
Jewish organizations.

My wife, Stacy and I have tried to provide a Jewish home for our two children. Both Benji and Zoe 
went to Aleph Preschool, Talmud Torah, participated in TaRBuT through high school and attended 
Herzl Camp. Like our parents, we celebrated Shabbat, the High Holy Days and many of the other 
Jewish holidays. Recently, I felt as if I were going through the motions of my Judaism. I was not being 
fulfilled spiritually. I spoke with others, and they also felt the same way. There was so much that I didn’t 
know about Judaism, but I did not want to attend the traditional classroom setting to learn. I was also 
concerned about embarrassing myself with my lack of knowledge. I know others feel similarly. That 
is why I am excited to focus initial efforts of my presidency on developing additional and alternative 
learning opportunities at Beth El. 

I have had many discussions with lay leaders and the clergy over the past several months about 
programming we can offer those who want to learn in an environment that is comfortable and in 
a style that is accessible. Whether in your homes, at a coffee shop, or a place of your choosing, we 
envision learning that meets your needs and interests. We envision groups of empty nesters, young 
parents, millennials, etc., exploring subjects that speak to our everyday lives and those that make 
Jewish tradition meaningful.

As I learned in my youth, it is not easy being a Jew in America. We must make sure that Conservative 
Judaism remains relevant in our lives and the lives of our children and grandchildren. Learning, such 
as the informal discussions around the dining room table with which I grew up, can lay the foundation 
for a vibrant Beth El and a strong Minneapolis Jewish community.

I look forward to working with clergy to make this exciting initiative a reality and to serving as our 
congregation’s president. 

Shana Tovah. 

Ki Mitzion: FRoM MiSSiSSiPPi to MinneSotA, 
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A new bench next to the synagogue’s front door is a wonderful place to rest, wait or watch the world go by. 
Designed by a local artist, Lisa Elias, it incorporates olive branches as a symbol of peace. We thank Bonnie and 
Steve Heller and family for this generous gift. 

New Members 
In the spirit of welcoming families to the 
congregation – so everyone can put names with 
faces – we are now offering new families the 
opportunity to place their photo in the Shofar. If 
you have joined Beth El in the past year, please 
email lgoldberg@bethelsynagogue.org with a 
family picture. It is our goal to feature as many 
photos of new families as possible.

The _________ Family

Dr. Herbert & Dori Weisman

Grace Richter

Etan & Amy Weiss with Ya’ara and Nava

Shellie Blumenfield

Simon & Gretchen Glaser with Mabel  
and Dorothy

Robyn Elzufon-Frick

Omer & Tyler Abramovich

PLEASE WELCOmE

Robyn Elzufon-Frick The Abramovich Family The Weiss Family
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new Beginnings

By Karen Burton

alePh PresChool

Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish 
New Year, is a time of 
reflection, repentance and 
renewal. In this period, we 
are given the opportunity 
to look back on our actions, 
both positive and negative, 
and move forward in 
ways that we can enhance 
ourselves for the year ahead. 

We celebrate the birthday of God’s creation of the 
world each year. This birthday of the world compares 
to a new beginning, and for us at Aleph Preschool, 
this means the start of a new school year. Children are 
introduced to their new classrooms with new teachers 
and new friends. New families are welcomed into our 
Aleph Preschool family and become a part of the glue 
that unites us with the Beth El community.

Each school year brings new goals, ideas and 
activities. Rosh Hashanah reminds us of our special 
relationship with God and how we know God is the 
one who created us and the one who sustains us. 
We teach our children that God is everywhere. Our 
teachers strive to create a warm, nurturing and safe 
environment for our children to grow, to learn and to 
thrive. Our staff spends a full week prior to the first 
day of class engaged in professional development 
that encompasses a variety of learning experiences. 
This enables them to express many new learned 
approaches in their own unique style, bringing their 
curriculum to life and sharing it in their classrooms. 
Our teachers are inspired to take on new learning 
opportunities and are motivated to share new goals 
they have set for themselves and for the upcoming 
year. They are driven to re-immerse themselves into a 
profession they so dearly believe in and about which 
are so passionate. 

On Rosh Hashanah it is customary to dip the apple in the honey, symbolizing 
a sweet new year. Sweetness is the smiles our preschoolers bring with them 
each day to school, and joy is what we receive in return from such sweetness. 

L’Shanah Tovah Teichatemu – “May you be inscribed and sealed [in the book 
of life] for a good year” 

for a new sChool year

This past spring, the Aleph Preschool playground became a 
classroom of the most wondrous kind. A mama duck decided to 
lay her eggs and wait for them to hatch underneath a climbing 
structure sheltered from the sun. Naturally, we cordoned off the 
area, so there was as little disturbance as possible. The children 
observed the mama duck daily, waiting patiently for her eggs to 
hatch. Finally, after waiting 28 days, a miracle appeared before 
their eyes. The eggs hatched and 11 baby ducklings were born. 
What a beautiful experience for our children to be part of, the 
miracle of life.
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By Amanda Awend, Director of Shorashim  
and Young Families engagement

Renewing My  
SpiRituAL ConneCtion

young families

I grew up in an observant Jewish home. I spent a 
great portion of my childhood in my synagogue, 
attending a Jewish day school, and going away to 
Jewish sleepaway camp which largely influenced 
my decision to go into Jewish education. I 
majored in Jewish Studies from the University 
of Wisconsin, and I have loved working with 
Jewish children ever since. However, as happens 
with many adults, I got busy, I got distracted and 
the rituals inside my home were more and more 
sporadic. My husband Berek and I knew we always 
wanted to have a Jewish home and family, but 
we needed something to get us going in the right 
direction. Once Berek and I began sending our son 
Ezra to the Aleph Preschool, we made a decision 
to order challah from the school. Each week our 
challah came home in Ezra’s backpack, and for 
us, that is how it started. Ezra is now five years 
old, and I cannot imagine a Friday night without 
lighting the candles, blessing our children, and 
eating that sweet challah. I can trace our whole 
family Shabbat ritual back to making the simple 
decision to order a weekly challah. 

At our Shabbat dinners, Ezra was excited to 
share with us what he learned that week about 
the Torah portion or about the upcoming holiday. 
His passion for Judaism was clear, and once he 
graduated from the Aleph Preschool, it helped us 
make the decision to continue his Jewish education 
at Heilicher Minneapolis Jewish Day School and 
also at Beth El in the Shorashim religious school 
program. We are excited to watch his passion and 
his enthusiasm for Judaism continue to grow and 
continue to inspire us.

Similar to my story, I have personally witnessed 
a shift in several other families’ lives here at Beth 
El. We have a tremendous number of children 
attending the Aleph Preschool, Shorashim 
and more and more families are attending our 
amazing young family events. People are coming 
for children’s programing, and it has been 
wonderful to see a great number of these parents 
and grandparents participating as well. 

I have talked to several people who are coming 
to Shabbat morning services more regularly and 
truly love having this time with their family, with 
their friends and also having time for themselves. 
They take their children to Shorashim or the 
Shabbat childcare program, and these adults are 
staying. They are staying and they are enjoying 
the singing, the camaraderie, the adult learning 
and the moments of peace and silence. They 
are staying for the community. Shabbat is their 
reset button. These moments allow these parents 
to renew their faith, renew their spirituality and 
renew themselves. 

There is no doubt in my mind that children have 
a huge influence on their families, and perhaps 
that is how many families came to belong to 
the Beth El community. But it is also amazing to 
watch so many adults taking time for themselves 
and renewing their own spiritual connection. I am 
pleased to be a part of a synagogue that makes it 
feel like home for children and adults alike. 

“There is no doubt in my mind that children have a huge influence 
on their families, and perhaps that is how many families came to 

belong to the Beth El community.“
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By Mary Baumgarten, education Director

eduCation

People look for a myriad of ways to achieve self-
renewal. They meditate, do yoga, attend retreats, 
run marathons, take a vacation, etc. Without these 
things, our bodies and our mind grow tired and 
weak. The same is true of programs. Even good 
ones need renewal.

In an effort to infuse meaning and relevance into our 
Fiterman B’nai Mitzvah Program, we are constantly 
evaluating and revising our program. This past year, 
for example, we eliminated our large, grade-level 
Shabbat dinners at Beth El. In their place, Rabbi 
Davis and Cantor Abrams graciously hosted our 
incoming 5th grade families for Shabbat dinner in 

the warmth of their homes. These 35 families had 
the chance to get to know our clergy, spend time 
with each other and enjoy a beautiful Shabbat 
together.

This coming year, a parent committee is helping 
us revise and renew elements of our mitzvah 
curriculum. New programs will expose families to 
different mitzvot which is, of course, at the heart of 
becoming a bar/bat mitzvah. And this is fitting. For 
mitzvot are not just “good deeds” or b’nai mitzvah 
requirements to complete. By helping others, we 
renew ourselves and our world.

Rosh Hashanah is the first step in the annual process of renewal and transformation. 
For Talmud Torah, this new year also marks the beginning of major transformational 
changes. This school year will be the first in our new home within the Barry Family 
Campus. We have moved our classrooms and offices from the lower floor of the 
Education wing to the second and third floors, in order to collaboratively share 
space with Heilicher Minneapolis Jewish Day School. We have also transitioned 
to a new administrative team and structure. Debby Litman is our interim Head of 
School, and Rabbi Danny Ettedgui and Kara Rosenwald have assumed school-
wide programmatic responsibilities in addition to their teaching duties.

Before implementing these changes, Talmud Torah leadership asked itself many of the introspective 
questions that we, as individuals, ask ourselves during the High Holy Days: What is our purpose? What is 
our role in the community? How can we make next year and future years better? Our strategic planning 
process established the need for transformation, and we have embraced these changes with a renewed 
commitment to our mission of engaging our students in educational experiences that provide them with 
the lifelong tools for living intentionally Jewish lives. 

For more information, or to get involved in Talmud Torah, contact Dan Weiss, Board President, at 
weiss042102@msn.com.

B’nai Mitzvah Renewal

TALmud TOrAH TrANSFOrmATIONS
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USY Made Me  
a Better ozo
By Adam Friedman

As the new president of Beth El Rishon USY, I 
am so excited to get to work. This past summer I 
was an Ozo at Herzl Camp and had a great time—
though there were a number of difficult moments. 
My involvement with USY prepared me to be 
the best I can be no matter what the situation. 
And it taught me to reframe all of my previous 
learning into a renewed sense of confidence and 
leadership.

One way that USY prepared me to be an Ozo was 
by learning to thrive in a leadership role, while 
not being overbearing. As a USY officer, it is 
important to not be overly controlling and 
to use different leadership techniques. 
I made sure to fold that into serving 
as an Ozo. Often times, many 
people tried to have their voices 
heard, and it devolved into 
clashes. I learned in USY 
that instead of clashing, it 
is important to combine the 
ideas to make one great idea—
not necessarily consensus, 
but a greater collective 
outcome. For example, at 
camp, while planning programs, 
many people often have different 
ideas. I tried to think about how to 
combine their ideas and use all of the 
input to make one fantastic program. Another 
virtue USY inspired me with was to effectively 
lead by example, specifically by enthusiastically 
participating in programs. That exact same 
leadership was vital to being an Ozo and leading 
my campers.

USY also taught me to have a great appreciation 
for Jewish life. Without USY, I would not be able 

to appreciate Judaism and tefillot in the way 
I do. Praying four times in a weekend at USY 
conventions and two to three times every day 
on USY Pilgrimage prepared me to share my 
passion with my campers. I was able to share it by 
praying and participating in Jewish programming 
with them, and making it both fun and inspiring. 
USY also introduced me to leading Jewish 
programming. It can be very challenging to lead 
Jewish programs at camp, and USY taught me to 
lead them confidently and effectively. USY led me 
to love Judaism, and this allowed me to share it 

with my campers in fun and creative ways.

As an Ozo, I worked mainly with 
middle schoolers, and USY began 

my engagement with middle 
schoolers. Last year in USY, I 
was Kadima Representative, 
working with our middle 
school kids. I planned 
programs for them; I put 
together a Kadima Council; 
I staffed a Midwest Kadima 

regional convention. All of 
these experiences helped me 

learn how to deal with a group 
that is going through a lot of 

changes. Middle school kids often 
are reluctant to participate in programs, 

and I (and really we) are now better prepared 
to engage them in programs because of my USY 
upbringing.

In summary, this summer was great, and I would 
not be prepared without my experiences in USY. 
I am honored to have the opportunity to serve 
as chapter president and cannot wait to have an 
amazing year together.

My involvement 
with USY prepared 
me to be the best 

I can be no matter 
what the situation.
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B’nai Mitzvah

october 29, 2016 / 27 tishrei 5777
b’reishit 
LuCy iSABeL RenDLeMAn 

daughter of Kathryn & tyler rendleman

Lucy is full of passion and loves to 
share this energy with everyone. We 
look forward to watching her grow as 
a Jewish adult.

november 12, 2016 / 11 Cheshvan 5777
lekh lekha
ZACHARy JoRDAn gALe

son of francie & david gale 

Zachary is a caring, loving, inquisitive 
individual. He has enjoyed learning and 
preparing for his bar mitzvah, and we 
are excited to watch him enter Jewish 
adulthood.

b’nai mitzvah

B’nai Mitzvah

october 18, 2016 / 16 tishrei 5777  
(in israel) - sukkot ii
november 26, 2016 / 25 Cheshvan 5777 
(Minchah at Beth el) toldot
toBin CHAnDLeR SpiLLeR

son of Jennifer & dan spiller

Tobin exudes joy and positivity.  
A caring soul, he has shown a 
true commitment to service and 
tzedakah, connection to Israel and a 
life filled with Jewish traditions.
 

november 5, 2016 / 4 Cheshvan 5777
noach
HeiDi JoSepHine MintZ

daughter of trish & steve mintz

Diligent and thoughtful, Heidi has 
approached bat mitzvah preparation 
with a maturity that bodes well for 
entrance into Jewish adulthood. We 
couldn’t be more proud.

november 12, 2016 / 11 Cheshvan 5777
lekh lekha
LiBBy Ann HeRMAn

daughter of Judy & ryan herman

Libby is a fun loving girl. She loves 
being surrounded by friends and family. 
We look forward to watching her enter 
Jewish adulthood.

november 12, 2016 / 11 Cheshvan 5777
lekh lekha
eLLie CeRA SegAL

daughter of michele & spenser segal 

Ellie is a very conscientious, kind 
young lady. She cares deeply about her 
friends and family. We look forward to 
watching her continue to grow in her 
Jewish identity.

-
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B’nai Mitzvah

november 26, 2016 / 25 Cheshvan 5777
Chayei sara
SetH JeRoMe KRiStAL

son of becky & adam Kristal

Learning about Jewish life and customs 
has come naturally to Seth. From 
TaRBuT to Talmud Torah (and camp, 
of course), Seth shows ruach every day.

December 3, 2016 / 3 Kislev 5777
toldot
RoBeRt nAtHAn genDLin

son of michelle & Justin gendlin (z”l) & 
bill heyman

Robby’s love of Judaism has been 
shown through his interest and 
dedication in preparing for becoming 
Bar Mitzvah.

December 17, 2016 / 17 Kislev 5777
vayishlach
Leo eMAnueL LieBeRMAn

son of suzanne fenton & daniel lieberman 

Leo’s curious mind, sensitive soul, 
easy going nature, and engaging sense 
of humor make for an enthusiastic 
student and future Jewish leader.

november 19, 2016 / 18 Cheshvan 5777
vayera
tAViA gRACe SnyDeR

daughter of stephanie snyder and  
gregory snyder 

By following the Torah and mitzvot, 
Tavia has passionately ignited a spark 
within herself of her faith and a love of 
life-long learning.
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B’nai Mitzvah

b’nai mitzvah

november 19, 2016 / 18 Cheshvan 5777 
(Minchah)
Chayei sara
niCHoLAS BenJAMin LAng

son of Jennifer & scott lang

Our family is looking forward to Nick 
becoming Bar Mitzvah and watching 
him develop into a charismatic Jewish 
adult. 

December 24, 2016 / 24 Kislev 5777  
(in Fort Myers, FL)
vayeshev
AyeLet MARi pRottAS

daughter of dana & Jeffrey Prottas 

Ayelet strives to make the world a better 
place. She understands her unique role 
in the world and is dedicated to a life of 
learning and an ongoing commitment 
to the Jewish people.
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torah on tap

For the past five years, Beth El Synagogue has been 
an epicenter for Young Adults engagement in the 
Twin Cities. That engagement has evolved from 
social outings and happy hours, to Shabbatonim and 
Shabbat dinners. Most recently, however, in an attempt 
to innovate and reimagine our Young Adults group, 
we’ve strived to develop separate 20-something and 
30-something based programming. One area where 
both of those populations converge is a desire to get 
together socially as well as a desire to learn.

To start 2016 off with a bang, the Beth El Young Adults 
brought back our Torah on Tap Series—a relevant 
discussion lead by Rabbi Olitzky, a few pitchers of beer 
and pop, and rooted in learning Jewish traditions. As 
a working 23-year-old, I have found Torah on Tap a 
great change of pace from my usual weekday evening 
unwinding. Instead of ending my Tuesdays with 
Netflix and my pillow, I now look forward to meeting 
up with the rabbi and a wonderful group of my peers 
in the Jewish community. Engaging in an out of the 

ordinary, five week long discussion series about our 
Jewish traditions has proven to be a far better way to 
end the day than my standard Netflix binge.

Though the Summer Torah on Tap Series (focusing on 
Jewish food traditions) is long over, we look forward 
to the winter series. It’s great to see the Park Tavern 
regulars walk into the place, pass by our study group, 
overhear Rabbi Olitzky quote esoteric strands of 
midrash, and just freeze in their tracks. 

And even more compelling than that, is the renaissance 
of our Young Adults Shabbat Dinners. We’ve rebooted 
these as seasonal (quarterly) gatherings here at Beth 
El. Our summer dinner was quite a hit, and we look 
forward to our fall gathering. 

If you or someone you know is a young adult and 
looking for community, please be sure to have them 
find Beth El Young Adults on Facebook, or put them in 
touch with me—and we will be sure to plug them in!

torah on taP

By Carly Spencer

“Engaging in an out of the ordinary, five week long discussion series  
about our Jewish traditions has proven to be a far better way to end the  

day than my standard Netflix binge.”



 15Congregational nurse

By Jan Hamilton, Congregational nurse

Beginning Again

Words often serve as symbols, since each of us give meaning to a word or phrase based 
on our own knowledge and experience. I was curious to see how the dictionary described 
“renewal.” What I found were many synonyms, more with the “re-“ prefix...rebirth, 
regeneration, rejuvenation, revitalization, replenishment, reopening, recharging, etc. What 
popped into my own head was “again and again.” It reminds me of beginning again or 
choosing again.

Whatever life brings us on a given day, hour or minute, we have a choice about how to 
respond. Sometimes our choices are life-giving; sometimes they’re life-draining. If we are 
to attend to our wellbeing, we must be aware of the choices we make. Do they deplete us 
or renew us? 

I’ve been especially impressed with the contribution of Dr. Henry Emmons, a local 
psychiatrist, who was instrumental in the development of the Resiliency Training Program 
at the Penny George Institute for Health and Healing in Minneapolis. Since we are all by 
nature resilient, we must be aware of what keeps us so. Dr. Emmons uses a water cooler 
metaphor to describe his notion of resilience. Imagine that we have a water cooler in our 
head which holds an elixir of resilience. As individuals, we have varying amounts of this 
elixir, depending on environmental factors, genetics, the quality of caregiving we received 
when young, etc. Life’s responsibilities and challenges will use up some of this elixir, but 
regardless of the amount that is there, we can always renew or restore. We do so while 
attending to the needs of body, mind and spirit. 

On the level of body, good nutrition, regular and adequate amounts of sleep, and 
even a modest amount of exercise will all add to our store of resilience. 

On the level of the mind, Dr. Emmons is a proponent of the practice of mindfulness. 
It is a practice we can learn to quiet the mind from all of the busyness with which it 
is constantly occupied. 

On the level of spirit, we must nurture our souls. The demands of life require a 
discipline that keeps us mindful of our spiritual needs. Without an intentional or 
disciplined approach we’re too vulnerable to getting “off track.”

The avenues of approach to renewing, restoring, or adding to our resilient elixir are many 
and varied. My blessings to all of you this season as you “begin again.”

To contact Jan Hamilton, please email her at jhamilton@bethelsynagogue.org or call 
952.873.7300 x7356.
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mAzAL TOv TO mEmBErS WITH uPCOmING 

mILESTONE ANNIvErSArIES
nAMe DAte yeARS

Carole & David Hoffman October 8 55

Lois & Joel Held October 11 35

Sarah & Jack Salita October 14 15

Asya & David Olshansky October 16 35

Karen & Andy Burton October 18 25

Amy & Todd Geller October 20 20

Arlene & Gary Grossman October 21 60

Jo & Ely Cohen October 25 35

Suzy & David Baum October 27 25

Raleigh & Jonathan Segal October 28 15

Harriet & Ted Benowitz October 28 65

Lorita & Jay Jacobson October 30  45

Cheryl Hallberg & Bob Barnhart  November 2 25

Susan Greenberg & Tony Cohen  November 3 20

Ilena & Kip Marron November 4 10

Barbara & Lee Bearmon November 5 55

Sarah & Ross Shaich November 6 5

Judy & Keith Rosenblum November 10 20

Usha & Mark Abramovitz November 17 25

Corrine & Thomas Feinberg November 18 60

Anne & Michael Goldstein November 23 25

Francee & Mark Conner November 24 25

Kathryn & Tyler Rendleman November 30 20

Cindy & Stuart Tapper November 30 25

Katie & Allan Share November 30 30

Doris & Charles Moldow December 4 50

Cindy & Perry Witkin December 6 35

Wendy Lovell-Smith & Colin Smith  December 8 20

Caron Rubin & Marc Meirovitz  December 8 25

Anna & Zhan Berkovich December 16 60

Gail & Steven Katz December 18  50

Arlene & Alvin Dietz December 23 55

Helen & Joseph Abrahamson December 25 70

Heidi & Howard Gilbert December 28 50

Barbara & Lee Resnick December 31 55

Mazal Tov to…
Sarah & Robert Goldfarb on the birth of their daughter, Ariel 
Goldfarb, born on March 16, 2016.

Elizabeth Edlavitch Levin & William Levin on the birth of their 
son, Andrew Levin, born on May 5, 2016.

Emilie & Ross Bloom on the birth of their son, Miles Bloom, 
born on May 5, 2016.

Molly Brackett & Shane Boroditsky on the birth of their son, 
Henry Boroditsky, born on May 25, 2016.

Katie Amundson & Dan Gelfand on the birth of their daughter, 
Violet Gelfand, born on June 1, 2016.

Liat Lachter Gafni & Yochai Gafni on the birth of their daughter, 
Maua Gafni, born on June 1, 2016.

Padideh & Arash Allaei on the birth of their daugher, Ayla 
Allaei, born on June 5, 2016.

Lauren & Leo Zabezhinsky on the birth of their son, Eli 
Zabezhinsky, born on July 9, 2016.

If you would like to ensure your (or your loved one’s) 
simchah is acknowledged in future publications, please 
contact the Beth El Office at 952.873.7300 or info@
bethelsynagogue.org.

life CyCles 

Condolences to…
Nessa Lee Laiderman on the loss of her sister in law, 
Phyllis Laiderman

Bard (Julie Silverman) Borkon on the loss of his father, 
Irving Borkon

Beth (dan) rodich on the loss of her grandmother, 
Esther Getzug

debe (Adam) Fefferman on the loss of her grandfather, 
Nathan Friedson

Larry (darlene) Braufman on the loss of his sister, 
Betty Greenstein

Tom (margie) Neiman on the loss of his mother, 
Dolores Neiman

Friends and family on the loss of our member, Shirley Jaffe

Shirley Ansel on the loss of her sister, Helen Levine

Jim (Linda) Stein on the loss of his mother, Jacqueline Stein

Cyrile (Stephen) Kieffer on the loss of her sister, 
Charlotte Aizman

Stanly Phillips on the loss of his wife, Harriet Phillips

Lee Goldstein, Annette (Jeffery Knotz), rachel Goldstein 
and Shelley (Albert) Leon on the loss of their wife and 
mother, Jane Goldstein

Irving Golden on the loss of his wife, Helen Golden

mitchell (debra Yerys) Bergner on the loss of his mother, 
Ruthe Bergner

Toni dachis on the loss of her mother, Joanne Glotter

Eva Broude and marlene Brandys on the loss of their 
husband and brother, milton Broude

With heavy hearts we mourn the loss of these loved ones 
within our community. This reflects the losses in our 
community through April 30, 2016.
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mAzAL TOv!
September 6, 2015 ....... Marisa Kowalsky & Daniel Myers

September 27, 2015 ..... Amanda Hillman & Joshua Krueger

December 6, 2015 ........ Dana Thorne & Benjamin Becker 

December 6, 2015 ........ Jordana Green & Marc Grossfield

December 20, 2015 ...... Maria Pisarenko & Daniel Rose

February 15, 2016 ........ Leah & Simon Tempkin 

July 3, 2016 .................. Emma Paskin & Adam Strauss

July 3, 2016 .................. Sara Waller & Jonathan Confeld

July 3, 2016 .................. Abby Chiat & Daniel Solow 

July 7, 2016 .................. Jill Perschau & Zachary Sussman

July 10, 2016 ................ Gita Karasov & Daniel Buonaiuto

July 17, 2016 ................ Elizabeth Traison & Ari Witkin

August 28, 2016 ........... Leenor Amar & Barak Brodni

*This list reflects weddings performed from September 2015 through 
September 2016. We apologize for inadvertently omitting anyone 
from this list. If so, please contact us so we can update our records.

Sara Waller & Jonathan Confeld

Gita Karasov & Daniel Buonaiuto

Kol Sasson v’Kol Simcha!
The joy of bride and groom spread far and wide this past year as we celebrated many 
weddings. Some weddings were big, others smaller and more intimate. Some took place at 
Beth El, others at hotels and still others outside. But all were full of affection and jubilation. 
All were rich in Jewish tradition. There was chuppah and ketubah, dancing and delight, 
singing and schtick (entertaining the couple with costumes and gags). 

In a challenging year, these weddings brought us something else – hope. At a time of 
increasing darkness, they were full of light. At a time of increasing fear, they were freilich. At 
a time of increasing hatred, they were full of love. They united not just bride and groom but 
friends, family and community.

We look forward in the coming years to watching these couples build Jewish homes, raise 
Jewish families and deepen their love for each other. And so we pray, siman tov…lanu ulkol 
yisrael that these weddings are a sign of blessing for us, our people and our world.

Courtesy of M Photography
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Beth El Synagogue Foundation
Ensuring the vitality of our congregation now and in the future

Noah Marell and 
Sophia Temkin are 
two of our young 
members that have 
a story you’ll want to 
read. These two young 
adults are preparing 
for their futures 
together as they plan 
for a wedding in the 

summer of 2018. As they plan, they have spent time 
reflecting on their experiences with Beth El. While 
their experiences have significant differences, their 
vision for the future that has resulted is beautifully 
unified. 

Sophia fondly reminiscences about her parents 
immigrating to Minnesota from the Former Soviet 
Union looking for a home to recapture their Jewish 
identity. Beth El warmly welcomed and embraced 
them, and they found themselves having adult b’nai 
mitzvah only a couple years before Sophia became 
Bat Mitzvah. Following her bat mitzvah, Sophia went 
on to teach in the TaRBuT program and became 
deeply involved in USY as Beth El’s chapter president 
(co-president with Caleb Hausman). It was when she 
started receiving care packages at Wellesley College 
in Massachusetts from Beth El that she realized what 
Rabbi Olitzky had once told her was true – Beth El was 
her circle, was going to be there to support her, and 
be there to “pull her back in” when the time was right 
for her.

Noah, a fourth generation Beth El member, who also 
became Bar Mitzvah at the shul, taught in the TaRBuT 
program and at the Aleph Preschool summer camp, 
has become much more involved as an adult than he 
was as a teenager. Whether it be his current stage of 

life, or the leadership development program he went 
through, Noah comments on the influence of Beth 
El – “I am here of my own volition, but not of my  
own doing.” 

Together, understanding what has brought Noah 
and Sophia to where they are today with their 
Jewish involvement and Beth El, they are looking 
towards the future wanting the same thing. “Beth El 
believes in engaging you from cradle to grave – many 
organizations say it, but not many do it – they [Beth El] 
don’t pay lip service.” 

Because of their outlook, this young couple decided 
to make a long-term investment in Beth El by creating 
the Noah Marell & Sophia Temkin Endowment Fund. 
One may wonder what caused two young adults in 
the midst of planning their wedding to make such a 
selfless, philanthropic decision. They respond to this 
curiosity with what they feel is logical reasoning. 
Noah, a Financial Advisor notes, “if something is 
important to you, you budget for it.” He reflected that, 
as young adults, they have less obligations now, and 
that “making pancakes at home a few times a year 
instead of eating out for Sunday brunch” is a small 
sacrifice to make a big impact.

Noah and Sophia envision a thriving Beth El for 
their children and grandchildren, and hope that 
others understand the difference they can make by 
considering a long-term investment like they did. 
“The only way to lessen the financial burden in the 
future is to create a stream of ongoing revenue that 
can offset growing needs and expenses. Being young 
doesn’t absolve you of your responsibility, and we 
don’t want our kids asking why they don’t have the 
same experiences we had.”

By Matt walzer, Director of Charitable giving

growing and Applying Values while Young

A New direction in Charitable Giving at Beth El
Matt Walzer grew up at Beth El and recently returned to Minnesota with his wife, Kim, and daughters 
Madeline (3) and Charlotte (1) joining Beth El as members, and Matt as Beth El’s new Director of Charitable 
Giving. To discuss how you can make a meaningful and lasting impact on Beth El, you can contact Matt at 
952.873.7309 or mwalzer@bethelsynagogue.org.

beth el foundation
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TzEdAKAH 
Tribute donations to Beth El funds honor friends and family, commemoration of significant events, memorialize 
loved ones and provide essential support to the congregation. Endowment funds provide permanent funding 
where needed most or for a specific purpose. Endowment funds are held in the Beth El Foundation. Funds for 
immediate use are used to support specific programs or projects, are for general use and are spent in their 
entirety. To make a donation, or to establish a new fund through our Foundation, please contact Gary Krupp or 
Steve Sanderson at 952.873.7309 or at foundation@bethelsynagogue.org. 

TOdAH rABBAH (THANK YOu) 
Beth El gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:

Gary Krupp, President
Sally Forbes Friedman, Vice President
John Orenstein, Vice President
Rick Bunin, Treasurer
Bonnie Bongard Goldish, Secretary
Melanie Barry
Lou Ann Bongard
Andy Furman
Bonnie Heller

Anne Hope
Bob Karon
Gil Mann
Noah Marell
Isaac Rischall
Steve Sanderson
Stanley Segelbaum
Stan Smith
Paul Tuchman

Rabbi Alexander Davis
Rabbi Avi Olitzky
Cantor Audrey Abrams
Rabbi Kassel Abelson, Rabbi Emeritus
Cantor Neil Newman, Cantor Emeritus

BETH EL SYNAGOGuE FOuNdATION BOArd mEmBErS

Alvin & Audrey Kaufman Camp 
Ramah Fund
In Honor of Koby Davis
alvin & audrey Kaufman
Ann & Saul Kollins Special 
education Fund
Mazel Tov Koby Davis 
heidi & howard gilbert
Arthur & irene Stillman educational 
endowment Fund
Happy Anniversary Bob &  
  Estelle Stillman
tristam & sandy hage
Badzin/ Lebow Family  
endowment Fund
In Memory of Nelly Leichihman
elliott & marlys badzin
Barney & gladys Applebaum Fund
Happy Birthday Dick Hunegs 
Carol & stan dobrin
In Honor of Dick Hunegs 
allen, marcia, & Jill oleisky
Barry & Midge Frailich “yad V’ Lev” 
Caring Community Fund
In Honor of Lou Ann Bongard 
Jo ann gruesner
Mazel Tov Lois Siegel 
midge & barry frailich
Ben & Bernice Fiterman  
Mitzvah Fund
In Honor of Koby Davis 
Peter & serene simon
Bernard Leviton Feed the  
Hungry Fund
In Memory of Milton Krelitz
eugene & sally gittelson

Beth el Foundation general Fund
In Memory of Sylvia Segal
stuart & dian yellen
Cantor Abrams Celebrate the  
Arts Fund (CD)
In Memory of Sheldon Masnek 
sharon & bill torodor
Cantor Audrey Abrams  
Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation of Cantor  
  Audrey Abrams
Julie silverman & bard borkon
ron feldman
Daryle Silver Aleph preschool Fund
In Memory of Matti Hoffman
Julie & steve friedman
In Memory of Birdie Appleman
nate & mary ellen Karol
In Memory of Stuart Gerr
nate & mary ellen Karol
In Honor of Penne Berenberg 
Jeff & eileen silver
bill & myrnalee scheffer
David & ida Bach Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Shirley Jaffe 
In Memory of Helen Levine 
Pam & ron Kaufman
David and Linda estrin uSy Fund
In Honor of Koby Davis
david & linda estrin
Dr. Jerry Bach educational Fund
In Honor of Alona 
In Honor of Harvey & Marge Kaplan
barbara bach

gary and Bonnie Bongard goldish 
Kehilah Fund
In Memory of JoAnne Glotter, 
Lorraine Tilsen & Carol Sue Greene
gary goldish & bonnie bongard 
goldish
In Appreciation of Cantor  
  Audrey Abrams
In Appreciation of Joey Abramson
In Appreciation of Elliott Badzin
In Appreciation of Allen Bernard
In Appreciation of Michael Blehert
In Appreciation of Ivan Brodsky
In Appreciation of Rabbi  
  Alexander Davis
In Appreciation of Linda Goldberg
In Appreciation of Mickey Greenberg
In Appreciation of Jennifer Hage
In Appreciation of Leslie Hahn
In Appreciation of Phyllis Harris
In Appreciation of Bonnie Heller
In Appreciation of Steven Klane
In Appreciation of Adam Klarfeld
In Appreciation of Barbara Krupp
In Appreciation of Deb Mallin
In Appreciation of Marc Meirovitz
In Appreciation of Seth Meisler
In Appreciation of Susan Melnick
In Appreciation of Dan Mosow
In Appreciation of Allen Oleisky
In Appreciation of Rabbi Avi Olitzky
In Appreciation of John Orenstein
In Appreciation of Steven Rosen
In Appreciation of Jim Rudin
In Appreciation of Steven Sanderson
In Appreciation of Amy Shapiro
In Appreciation of Morton Silverman
In Appreciation of Stanley Smith
In Appreciation of Stephanie Snyder
In Appreciation of Stacey Spencer
In Appreciation of Paul Tuchman

In Appreciation of Sonia Ungerman
In Appreciation of Michael Walstien
In Appreciation of Estee Warsett
In Appreciation of Alan Yousha
In Appreciation of Donna Leviton
In Appreciation of Bob Karon
In Appreciation of Marshall Lehman
In Appreciation of Stanley  
  Segelbaum
In Appreciation of Gil Mann
In Appreciation of Gary Krupp
bonnie bongard goldish
gemilat Chesed
In Honor of Koby Davis 
richard and marilyn Chern
general Congregational nurse Fund
Happy Anniversary Steve &  
  Penny Sanderson
Happy Anniversary Dan &  
  Stacy Mosow
Mazel Tov Koby Davis
ellis olkon
In Memory of Betty Greenstein
ed Prohofsky
gert & David Cohen  
“gemilat Hesed” Fund
In Memory of Stuart Gerr 
ellen Kleinbaum
In Honor of Elliott & Bobby Cohen
marcia & allen oleisky
greater Beth-el 
In Honor of Ethan & Noa
sheldon & rollye winnig
In Honor of Julia Salita
michael and sharon Posnansky
In Memory of Milton Krelitz 
harvey & marilyn Chanen
dr. stuart & sue ellen borken
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In Memory of Stuart Gerr
rachel Parnes
dalia Katz
In Honor of Koby Davis 
david & nancy goldstein
barbara bach
irving & Karen Katz
In Memory of Nelly Leichihman 
livia & Peter fahndrich
In Memory of Betty Greenstein 
sally & Jonathan minsberg
lisa squillace
In Memory of Beverly Kaminsky 
Jodi & daniel rosen
Mazel Tov Danielle Rosen 
max walker
In Memory of Helen Levine
marlene brandys
In Memory of Dolores Neiman 
Peter & livia fahndrich
In Memory of Charlotte Aizman
irving & Karen Katz
elliott & marlys badzin
In Memory of Harriet Phillips
mike & linda Platt
In Honor of John & Carolyn Mirviss
In Honor of Nathan Mirviss
In Honor of Harvey & Marge Kaplan
In Honor of Burt & Diane Weisberg
martin & marilyn weisberg
In Honor of Mike & Linda Platt
stan & Carol dobrin
In Memory of Joanne Glotter 
reida lazer-Chein
In Memory of Dolores Neiman 
reida lazer-Chein
elliott & marlys badzin
In Memory of Ruth Bergner
deborah deutsch
debbie selnick
In Honor of Steve & Bonnie Heller
linda Platt
In Honor of Eleanor Gantman
Phil & rivel greenberg
Mazel Tov Sandy & Brian Salita
Phil & rivel greenberg
In Memory of your father 
In Honor of Barry & Carolyn Gerr
william & myrna schaeffer
In Honor of Jerry & Louise Ribnick
ron feldman
In Memory of Irving Borkon
sheldon & lili Chester
In Memory of Nelly Liechihman
harvey & sylvia Keller
In Honor of Roger & Barbara Rubin
brian & naomi arnold
In Honor of Harvey & Marge Kaplan
Jerry & yetta simon
In Memory of Shirley Jaffe
larry & elayne Chiat
In Honor of Willie & Sharon Hope
irving & Karen Katz
In Memory of Harriet Phillips
donald rudin & elaine simon
Heifetz education Fund
In Memory of Ben Badiner
In Memory of Burton Rein
raoul & ferna heifetz

Lou Ann & Leon Bongard  
Senior Fund
In Honor of Jacob Stiegler
louann bongard
Maurice & edith nemrov-Lava  
education Fund
In Memory of Harriet Phillips 
In Honor of Ricki Butonick
In Honor of Linda Sklar 
In Memory of Ben Pilcher
Happy Birthday Susan Diamond 
In Honor of Koby Davis 
neil & diane hoffman
In Memory of Betty Greenstein 
neil & diane hoffman
Max & ida Sanders Fund
In Appreciation of Mary Baumgarten 
ron feldman
Max Shapiro Scholarship Fund
In Honor of Richard & Diane Cohen
stan & Carol dobrin
Minyan Fund Donations
In Appreciation of Sue Ellen &  
  Stuart Borken
mel & Patti frisch
Myrl Lavintman youth  
education Fund
In Honor of Missy Lavintman 
marion rosenbaum
nathan gottesman torah Fund
In Memory of Irving Borkon
eugene & sally gittelson
noah Marell endowment Fund
Mazel Tov Dinah Yael Hunegs 
evan stern
philip & Rose Snyder  
Scholarships Fund
In Honor of Bobby & Estelle Stillman
harold & elaine rubin
mike & dona rodich and family
phyllis & Howard (Buddy) Harris 
Staff Continuing education Fund
In Memory of Dr. Robert D. Pomije 
In Memory of Beverly Kaminsky
Mazel Tov Dick & Dian Cohn
In Memory of Milton Krelitz
buddy & Phyllis harris and family
prayer Book & Sanctuary Fund
In Honor of Karen & Irv Katz
micki & neil Kay
Rabbi Alexander Davis  
Discretionary Fund
In Memory of Dr. Robert D. Pomije 
tina & ivan rafowitz
In Appreciation of Rabbi  
  Alexander Davis 
evan stern
Julie silverman & bard borkon
ron feldman
In Honor of Koby Davis
liz & matt rappaport and family
david, dana beth, isabella &  
  andy weisman
Carol & stan dobrin
boris & sara zuk
michelle & larry shapiro
sheryl sue warren
scott rochelle rubin

marvin & annette eisenstein
In Memory of Betty Greenstein 
donna & harvey leviton
darlene schwartz
marvin & fran burstein
For Speedy Recovery of Mel Cofman 
dr. stuart & sue ellen borken
In Memory of Shirley Jaffe 
dr. stuart & sue ellen borken
In Appreciation of Rabbi  
  Alexander Davis
shane boroditsky & molly brackett
Rabbi Avi S. olitzky  
Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation of Rabbi Avi Olitzky 
Julie silverman & bard borkon
shane boroditsky & molly brackett
Ralph Fine israel Fund
In Memory of Harriet Phillips 
susan & michael blehert
In Honor of birth of grandson 
In Honor of birth of great grandson 
sheldon & lili Chester
Ralph Z. yellen & Bess yellen Cohen 
Scholarship Fund
For Speedy Recovery of Ruth Kasdan
dian & stuart yellen
In Honor of Diane Yellen
neil & diane hoffman
In Memory of Terry Freedman
In Memory of Terry Freedland
In Memory of Al Salsberg
In Honor of Robert & Estelle Stillman
stuart & dian yellen
Roberta M. weber Congregational  
nurse Fund
Mazel Tov Doris Steiman 
donna & harvey leviton 
In Memory of Janet J. Campbell
In Memory of Sylvia B. Walzer 
In Memory of Betty Greenstein 
Chana & Phil weber
Sally & Sam greenberg Herzl Camp 
Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Mae Libman 
harley & ellen greenberg
Sam & Chick Held Seniors Fund
In Memory of Ron Rosenbaum
In Memory of Sheldon Masnek 
Chick held
Shirley R. Abelson Aleph  
preschool Fund
In Memory of Stuart Gerr 
rosa & Paul liberty
Mazel Tov Birth of Grandson
michelle & larry shapiro
In Memory of Judy Segal
Karen & andy burton
In Memory of Nathan Freidson 
barb weil
In Memory of Esther Getzug
barb weil
In Honor of Steven & Bonnie Heller
sandra satz
In Memory of Milton Krelitz
andy & Karen burton
In Honor of Steve Waller
howard & vickie londer

In Honor of Sybil Rubin
bernard & Pauline ratner
In Honor of Aleph School Staff 
James & linda stein
In Memory of Sheldon Masnek 
barb weil & the boys
Sophie and Jerome teener Music &  
Arts Fund
In Memory of Betty Greenstein 
susan & donald dame
Happy Birthday Arnie Labofsky 
susan & donald dame
In Memory of Helen Levine
sophie teener
Speedy Recovery Dr. Donald Dame
sophie teener
In Memory of Terry Friedman
sophie teener
Special Camp Ramah Appeal Fund
Mazel Tov Harvey & Marge Kaplan
barbara eiger
Sponsor Kiddushim
In Honor of Marjorie & Harvey Kaplan
bill & babs lowenstein; lon 
lowenstein; glenn lowenstein; John 
lowenstein; reed lowenstein
Steve & Bonnie Heller  
Leadership Fund
In Honor of Steve & Bonnie Heller
stan & Carol dobrin
teresa victor
Steven g. Rice Fund for physically & 
Mentally Challenged
In Memory of Abraham Armel
In Memory of Milton Broude 
malka rice
Speedy Recovery Joan Oakrent
malka rice
In Memory of Edward H. Gale
mort & ruth weisberg
In Memory of Beloved Brother 
mort & ruth weisberg
Summer experience in israel Fund
Mazel Tov Yaakov Avraham Davis 
riva & ellis nolley
the oleisky-Blumberg Library Fund
In Memory of Nelly Leichihman
In Honor of Gil & Debbie Mann
allen & marcia oleisky
the Richard Diamond  
Memorial Fund
In Honor of Kesher Tefillin Program 
Jeffrey herman
torodor & Levy Family Summer  
Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Ava Scarlet 
In Memory of Milton Broude 
Happy Birthday Mel Lebewitz 
sharon & bill torodor
william & Mary Rosen Special 
needs Fund
In Memory of Leslie Edelstein 
Julie & steve friedman
women's League Congregational  
Lunch Fund
In Honor of Sybil Rubin
rabbi alexander davis & esther  
  goldberg-davis

This list reflects donations made from January 24, 2016 – March 31, 2016.
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ContRiButoR in MeMoRy oF

eleanor gantman bessie lazer

dr. gary e. garvis mildred garvis

dr. gary e. garvis william garvis

Charlotte gelfand maynard gelfand

Jeffrey gershone sam gershone

Jeffrey gershone eloise gershone

heidi gilbert barney applebaum

Kaye goldberg arthur goldberg

arlin goldberg irving goldberg

tobe goldberg ester szajman

Cindy goldish betty Klebanoff

Jeffrey goldish lois goldish

debra gottesman edith gottesman

harley greenberg Phillip dolinsky

Phil greenberg Philip dolinsky

rivel greenberg mary mondschain

Joshua gruber abraham gruber

Jo ann gruesner michael edelstein

barbara handler nate winerman

raoul & ferna heifetz velda rein

raoul & ferna heifetz lewis rein

harriet held leon friss

lowell herman samuel herman

lory herman minnie Karter

lory herman ruby rubenstein

diane hoffman edith lava

mildred ingber himie ingber

herbert isbin Katherine isbin

louis Jurisz helen Jurisz

Joseph Kaminsky felix Kaminsky

howard Kampf gerda Kampf

shirley Kaplan Joseph Kaplan

shirley Kaplan gale Kaplan

steven Kaplan milton Kaplan

shirley Kaplan harriet gamble

shirley Kaplan ida Kaplan

norma Kaplan hyman graus

ruth Kasdan william Kasdan

ruth Kasdan rose Kasdan

ruth Kasdan irving Kasdan

ruth Kasdan Janice meyers

dalia Katz leon Katz

Jeanne Kaufman Patricia anderson

esther Kaufman benjamin Kaufman

alvin Kaufman rose Kaufman

alvin Kaufman harry Coplin

ContRiButoR in MeMoRy oF

martin Kieffer louis Kieffer

martin Kieffer mary Kieffer

sharon Kieffer martha weiner

sharon Kieffer abraham Jacob weiner

nadine Kivens hy Kivens

ralph Klein manfred Klein

ralph Klein hanna Klein

ellen Kleinbaum rita goldstein

ellen Kleinbaum norman goldstein

louise Kloner stuart Kloner

allan Klugman ben Klugman

Joseph Kopstein Jonathan Kopstein

mark laboe rose Kasdan

mark laboe william Kasdan

michael lazarus rose lazarus

Pam lehman Jack Kay

nelly leichihman leopold Czubata

Jerry rosenzweig &  nathan rosenzweig 
merle shapiro  

Jerry rosenzweig & esther, harold, &  
merle shapiro william rosenzweig

steve mintz alan mintz

Joseph moses Jacob moses

Joel muscoplat ethel muscoplat

Judith nathenson irving h. davis

elaine niman ruth niman

riva nolley sam levy

riva nolley Jean levy

riva nolley rose Kamesar

Joseph novich shirley novich

Joseph novich bertha novich

allen oleisky mollie oleisky

asya olshansky samuel Kagantzev

david olshansky natan olshansky

francine orren stanley somers

francine orren royal orren

naomi oxman rabbi david younger

rachel Parnes alberta farer

marilyn Percansky morris gittelson

harriet Phillips reuben gary

stanley Phillips sam Phillips

aaron Pinkus Charles Pinkus

beverly & howard radin anna litowitz

bernard ratner max ratner

bernard ratner bessie ratner

marsha raviv selmer lazar

richard reiss betty reiss

ContRiButoR in MeMoRy oF

Charles abramson aaron abramson

Charles abramson evelyn abramson

mark appelbaum ellen appelbaum trauben

mark appelbaum avraham Cohen

leemona armel norman armel

lowell baker rose baker

lowell baker sol berezovsky

lee bearmon norma Karpeles

Paul benenson sam benenson

diane berg irving berg

zhan berkovich matias berkovich

edward bialick samuel bialick

marlene brandys evelyn broude

marlene bukstein morey goldstein

stacey & gary bush Jay gendler

stacey & gary bush arthur martin

genya buslovich sara blyumberg

genya buslovich mausha blyumberg

marsha Campbell harold schenker

harry Cohen harold Cohen

yaffa Cohen-appelbaum ito Cohen

Peggy Cohn ida friedell

Peggy Cohn nathan friedell

francee Conner arnold weinberg

Clarice Cutts rueven atlas

Clarice Cutts Pessie Cutts

stanley dobrin arnold dobrin

barb & harold drucker richard drucker

annette eisenstein rose elbaum

annette eisenstein bennett eisenstein

lois epstein Joe myles

sheldon epstein simon epstein

rabbi avraham ettedgui hannah ettedgui

stanley finkelstein nelson finkelstein

Judith finkelstein murray stutman

Judith finkelstein helen stutman

Jerry fishman anna fishman

Jerry fishman herman fishman

Paula flom idell levitt

bruce frank ben frank

Phil freshman eugene freshman

Phil freshman aaron rawitch

barbara friedman norbert sobek

michael frisch william frisch

michael frisch lillian frisch

James & maida fruen renee fruen
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ContRiButoR in MeMoRy oF

fred rose solly rose

Cerene rosen millie gershone

gail rosenblum sidney rosenblum

Jane rosenzweig myrl lavintman

elaine rothman edythe london

elaine rothman libby rothman

steven rudoy irving rudoy

sandy rudoy nidavah Parks

Jeff & sandy rudoy Jack Kay

harolyn rudoy fannie daniel

harold sadoff max sadoff

Jacqueline sadoff hannah rank

Jeffrey schein donna Price

Jeffrey schein barbara Kanensohn

deb schein herb bernstein

sandra scherling max burnstein

ide schertzer william berman

ide schertzer david berman

Phillip schneider eva blumenfield

Phillip schneider Phillip blumenfield

darlene schwartz nathan schwartz

darlene schwartz betty Pomush

elaine schwimmer rose baker

stanley segelbaum Charles segelbaum

Charles segelbaum Joyce segelbaum

sandy selnick arnold bernath

sandy selnick rose selnick

sandy selnick david selnick

arnold seltzer lillian seltzer

anna shagalov berta vayman

Joyce shapiro maxwell greene

f. doris shapiro bessie rosenthal

f. doris shapiro Jacob rosenthal

f. doris shapiro harry shapiro

Kathy share maxine stewart

bernard sherman rose sherman

lois siegel Clare schwartz

lois siegel robert schwartz

lois siegel Jacob avraham 
 friedman

lois siegel abe mittelman

orlin silverman blanche silverman

morton silverman reuben silverman

ContRiButoR in MeMoRy oF

artice silverman louis marofsky

orlin silverman marion gepner

laura smith sarah weisberg

gregory snyder rosemarie snyder

daniel snyder david snyder

daniel snyder rosemarie snyder

gerald snyder rosemarie synder

gerald snyder david snyder

gerald snyder edward h. snyder

daniel snyder Cheryl  snyder

Phyllis sperling rosalie dinkey

Phyllis sperling frieda sperling

Judith spiegel max lubet

lynda stein ida stein

alan stein gen stein

helen swatez della marcus

sandra swirnoff regina zidel

michael swirnoff erwin swirnoff

stuart tapper sam Kushner

sophie teener susan teener Calof

sophie teener Jerome teener

sophie teener bessie gerb

eleanor torodor gerald burnett

elisabeth trach david trach

teresa victor melvin sadoff

barbara weil naomi salloway

david weinberg toby brydon

davidene weinberg mitchell walensky

davidene weinberg sophie walensky

beverly weinberg orry Krupp

beverly weinberg marvin Krupp

dana beth weisman ronald geller

estelle weiss earl weiss

Joy wener dorothy wener

sybil wilensky James goldberg

norman winer nate winer

sheldon winnig robert winnig

sheldon winnig florence winnig

david wolfe esther goldstein wolfe

marina zigelman anatoly zigelman

malka rice sam  rice

malka rice rose rice 

mITzvAH duES
As we begin another year of the  
Beth El mitzvah dues program, we 
thank the families listed below for 
their unwavering commitment to 
the synagogue. Their leadership and 
generosity is greatly appreciated.

Pillars – Amudim ($10,000 & above)
Anonymous (3)

Melanie Barry & Chuck Barry

Dan & Mindy Ribnick and Family

Michael & Nancy Schoenberger

Builders – Bonim ($5,000 & above)
Anonymous (5)

Brad Birnberg & Stacy Pinck and Family

Peter Bitterman & Cynthia Gross

Phil & Bobby Bloom

Karen & Ivan Brodsky

Dale & Lois Dobrin

Bernice & Benz”l Fiterman

Heidi & Howard Gilbert

Mark Gittleman & Deb Oberman

David Halper & Sharlee Benson

Jonathan & Jill Halper

Richard & Dobra Hunegs

Margaret & Stanley Jaffy

Dr. Harold & Ruth Kaiser

Laura & Ross Kaplan

Steve & Norma Kaplan

Robert & Stefanie Karon

Barbara & Gary Krupp

Lynn Lederman & Ken Raskin

Gil & Debbie Mann

Saul & Diane Mashaal

Bradley & Susan Melnick and Family

Dr. Charles & Doris Gay Moldow

Helain & Jimmy Pesis

Mark & Lisa Ratner

Jerry & Louise Ribnick and Family

Martin & Sue Ring

Karen & Russ Rubin

Tom & Sheva Sanders

Morris & Judith Sherman

Artice & Morton Silverman

Loreen & Perry Silverman

Dr. Steven & Michelle Waller

beth el foundation
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president
dan mosow

president elect
steve sanderson* 

Secretary
deb mallin*

treasurer
marc meirovitz* 

Vice presidents
sally forbes friedman*
leslie hahn*
barbara levin Krupp*
adam Klarfeld*
alan yousha*

immediate past president
John orenstein

executive Appointees
allen bernard
John simon
sonia ungerman

Board Members nominated for a  
First 3-year term
sally forbes friedman*
oren gross*
laura Kaplan*
laura silberfarb*
John simon*
sharon tapper*

Board Members nominated for a  
Second 3-year term
michael blehert*
steve sanderson*
amy shapiro*

Board Members Continuing in office
Jenny hage
seth meisler
susan melnick
stan smith
stephanie snyder
stacey spencer
Paul tuchman
michael walstien

Board Member Appointees 
allen bernard
sonia ungerman

Affiliate Standing Seats
aleph Preschool – trudy burstein
men’s Club – allen oleisky
women’s league – debby deutsch
youth Commission – estee warsett

Todah to outgoing officers and Board Members
mickey greenberg
steve Klane
John orenstein
steve rosen
Jim rudin
mort silverman
michael walstien (as officer)

Clergy
rabbi alexander davis
rabbi avi olitzky
rabbi Kassel abelson, emeritus 
Cantor audrey abrams
Cantor neil newman, emeritus 

Administration 
linda goldberg, executive director
Jill blustin
tabitha Cunningham
Jerry frick
Jan hamilton 
marcia oleisky
Pam friedman
liz rappaport
raquel swanson 
matt walzer
raquel waste

Facilities
luke newbauer
Jesse stinske
victor vega
moua yang

Catering–Spirit of Asia 
david hill 
sue morales

Beth el Memorial park
michael morris

Ben & Bernice Fiterman 
B’nai Mitzvah program
mary baumgarten, director
Jill blustin, Cantor & education  
  director’s assistant
diane baumwald
etta bernstein
michelle gendlin
zackary gilbert burke
Jenny hage
risa Kessler
rachel Klein
talia levin
larry Pepper
randi rose
elaine sadoff
brenda schwartzberg

amy shapiro
dana shapiro
bill torodor
dana yugend-Pepper
Jacob walder

young Families
amanda awend, director
margie goldfine
bridget resig
dJ resig 
deena livon-shragg
sheryl sue warren

Aleph preschool
Karen burton, director
Jen macdonald
amanda awend
stephanie Carlson
Jennifer Coats
makai dorfman
merrie forstein
wendy grosser
laurie herstig
Cindy Katz
gail Katz
Carolyn Koppel
maayan levi edwards 
tali levin
Carly meltzer 
yashodha murthy
ari orenstein
leslie orenstein
faith richardson
dana rogney
inna sagalova
niza shear
misty thompson
barb weil
randi winer 
andrea weinreb
dori weinstein

youth Department
Jessica Koolick, director

________________________ 

*proposed for election by the  
nominating Committee
bonnie bongard goldish
harvey leviton
marc meirovitz
dan mosow
John orenstein (Chair)

TO Our dEdICATEd BOArd OF dIrECTOrS & STAFF

thank you

beth el staff
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women’s League
On April 12, over 100 women attended our Women’s 
League 2.0 kick-off event, Decluttering Mind and 
Home: Finding Balance. While we savored wine 
and chocolates, Life Coach Lisa Bobyak shared her 
thoughts empowering us with concrete steps to make 
our lives less stressful.

Later that month we hosted a fun packed and delicious 
Passover luncheon for all ages, from infants to seniors. 
The very talented Amanda Awend led us in songs and 
Women’s League member, Arlene Kase, regaled the 
children with stories.

For our fall program, Leslee Gold of Minnesota 
Medicare Consultants, educated us on important 
changes coming to Medicare and different private 
insurance options. This was informative not only for 
those currently at or approaching Medicare age, but 
for those helping parents navigate this complicated 
system. With elections just a few months away, we 
also heard from Erin Perrish of AARP on the positions 
the Democrats and Republicans hold regarding Social 
Security.

In our ongoing commitment to impact women of all 
ages, our winter event will feature Julie Burton, author 
of The Self-Care Solution: a Modern Mother’s Must-

Have Guide to Health and Well-Being. Julie will offer 
insight to poignant questions about ways mothers 
can take care of themselves, their relationships and 
their jobs while raising their children-and how they 
don’t. Stay tuned for more information on this, as well 
as other upcoming programs in the Kesher and the 
Hakol.

We want our Women’s League to be of value to you and 
we are committed to providing you with meaningful 
and quality experiences. If you have any suggestions 
or wish to help, please contact Deb Deutsch at  
deb.deutsch11@gmail.com.

Kol Hakavod
Beth El recognizes the efforts of volunteers with the Kol Hakavod Awards. First presented in 1998, this award 
is given to selected members of our congregation who have demonstrated unwavering commitment to Beth 
El Synagogue through their involvement in one or more areas of synagogue life. This year’s recipients were 
congregants who gave generously of their time, talent and energy to benefit Beth El. They include:

•  Barb Gottlieb & Rosa Stein, for their commitment to the daily minyan, Sunday chevrah breakfast, Aleph 
Preschool and more.

•  Mort Silverman, for his many years of service on the board of directors and finance committee.

•  Linda Tell, for successfully running Women’s League’s hamentashen baking and sales.

•  Julie Weisberg, for chairing our efforts to “Keep in Touch” with our college students through the L’hiyot 
B’Kesher committee.

barb gottlieb rosa stein linda tell Julie weisbergmort silverman

Kol haKavod / women’s league
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A Snapshot of Beth el

beth el

Our annual end of the summer picnic was a blast for those who braved the heat. Yet another wonderful 
multi-generational event!

Classroom 8 PreK graduating class, teachers Gail 
Katz and Niza Schear

Individual featured in Miles McColgan, grandson 
of Gail Katz who has been a teacher with Aleph 
Preschool for 38 years (and counting)
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uPCOmING AT BETH EL

OCTOBEr
2 Beth El Serves Brunch at Ronald McDonald House
2 National Guard Packing 
11/12 Yom Kippur Food Drive
13 “Empty the Food Truck Day” at S.T.E.P.
30 Blood Drive 8:00 am – 12:30 pm

NOvEmBEr
6 Beth El Serves Brunch at Ronald McDonald House
6 National Guard Packing
22 Beth El Serves Dinner at Loaves and Fishes
24 Thanksgiving

dECEmBEr
1 Heroes Among Us – Mike Williams – 7:00 pm
4 Beth El Serves Brunch at Ronald McDonald House
4 National Guard Packing
25 Beth El Serves Dinner at Loaves and Fishes

Mindful Tuesdays – See page 4 and watch for further information in future Keshers and Hakols.

JANuArY
22 “MinneApple to the Big Apple” Gala Concert benefitting Minneapolis/St. Paul Chapter of HaZamir,  

the International Jewish High School Choir

FEBruArY
4 9th Annual BEMA Coffeehouse presenting Israeli Singer, Bat Ella

23 2nd Annual Casa de Espana Sefardi Music Concert

Below is a sampling of only some of the upcoming events at the synagogue. Please mark your calendar and plan to 
attend. Look for more details in future Hakol and Kesher publications, and as always, feel free to call the Welcome Desk 
at 952.873.7300 for additional information.

WINTEr LOOKING AHEAd…muSIC, muSIC, muSIC

ONGOING SErvICES 

ErEv SHABBAT 
(Friday evening)
Kabbalat Shabbat ...5:45 pm

YOm SHABBAT 
(Saturday)
Shacharit .................9:00 am
Minchah  ..................5:45 pm*

SuNdAY
Shacharit .................9:00 am 
(Chevrah Breakfast)
Minchah  ..................5:45 pm

dAILY mINYAN
Shacharit .................7:00 am
Minchah ...................5:45 pm

*4:30 pm beginning November 12
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Further enhancing the efforts of our Military 
Support Initiative, the goal of this series is to 
highlight military families as heroes just the 

same, and further support the growing efforts to 
buttress our local military and our great nation. 

Thursday, December 1, 2016
7:00 p.m.

An Evening with 
Mike Williams

Please Join us for our 
heroes among us sPeaKer series

For more information, please contact raquel Waste at
952-873-7313 or rwaste@bethelsynagogue.org


